Introduction {#sec1}
============

Gold nanobelts are elongated nanostructures that are many micrometers in length and have nanometer-scale rectangular cross sections. They exhibit sharp plasmon resonances that are tunable with their cross-sectional aspect ratio, defined as the nanobelt width divided by its height.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ Gold nanobelts also support propagating plasmon modes, thus acting as nanometer scale waveguides with high quantum confinement.^[@ref3]^ Several strategies have been reported to synthesize both gold and silver nanobelts, but most are not as accessible as the widely practiced syntheses of gold nanospheres, nanorods, or other plasmonic nanoparticles. Gold and silver nanobelts have been grown in high temperature aqueous^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ or organic solutions,^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ by solid state methods,^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ and by sonochemical and electrochemical reactions.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ However, the reaction yield is not always high^[@ref6],[@ref12]^ and the resulting nanobelts can be defective.^[@ref13]^

Aqueous room temperature synthesis of gold nanobelts has been achieved by reduction in surfactant solutions. Bakshi et al. prepared gold nanobelts with Gemini surfactant (14-2-14) using a seeded, multistep growth process.^[@ref14]^ These nanobelts were found to grow at room temperature but not at 70 °C, leading the authors to conclude that belts are formed due to the soft template effect of the surfactant which is impeded at higher temperatures due to changes in surfactant phase. A second type of gold nanobelt was synthesized by Zhao et al. in a mixed surfactant solution containing cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodium dodecylsulfonate (SDSn).^[@ref15]^ Nanobelts were found to grow at two different temperatures leading to two distinct belt morphologies with unique crystallographic growth directions. By sampling the growth solution at various points in the synthesis, many nanobelts were found to grow and elongate out of central nuclei. Formation of gold nanobelts was attributed to the cooperative effect of the cationic--anionic surfactant mixture as a binary capping agent. In both studies the resulting nanobelts were single crystalline, with heights less than 30 nm and widths less than 200 nm. While the effects of some synthetic parameters have been explored, the properties of the surfactant solutions and their underlying role in the nanobelt growth remain to be understood.

Previously, we have found that gold nanobelts grown in a mixture of CTAB and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) have peak plasmon resonant wavelengths ranging from 530 to 650 nm, proportional to a cross-sectional aspect ratio of 1 to 6.^[@ref1]^ We also observed a strong dependence on growth temperature, and we found several nanobelt morphologies, including highly uniform nanobelts, tapered nanobelts, and split nanobelts.^[@ref2]^ Here we provide some insights into the surfactant's role in the growth temperature dependence, as well as the crystalline morphology of the resulting gold nanobelts.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

Synthesis of Gold Nanobelts {#sec2.1}
---------------------------

CTAB, SDS, and tetrachloroauric(III) acid (HAuCl~4~) were purchased from Sigma. L-ascorbic acid was purchased from Fisher. Gold nanobelts were typically synthesized as described previously.^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ A mixture of CTAB and SDS was prepared by combining 650 μL of 50 mM CTAB and 500 μL of 10 mM SDS with 3.45 mL of room temperature HPLC grade water. Before mixing, both surfactant solutions were heated to a few degrees above room temperature to promote complete dissolution of the solid surfactant. After several seconds of gentle mixing, 100 μL of 10 mM HAuCl~4~ was added. This solution was mixed by inversion several times and was then allowed to sit for 5 min. Finally, 300 μL of freshly prepared 100 mM L-ascorbic acid was added. The solution was then immediately placed in a temperature controlled environment and left for 24 h. The resulting turbid solution contained a red precipitate that disperses into solution upon gentle mixing.

Sample Preparation {#sec2.2}
------------------

Several microliters of gold nanobelt solution were deposited onto a glass substrate and allowed to evaporate. The substrate was then viewed by dark field microscopy. TEM grids were prepared by the evaporation of several microliters of gold nanobelts onto lacey carbon grids (300 mesh), which were then gently rinsed with water.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and rheology experiments were performed using the surfactant mixture only. This solution was prepared by substituting the gold and ascorbic acid with water, keeping the surfactants at the same concentration as is used in the synthesis. Each of these experiments started at a low temperature and was heated to keep the conditions in the surfactant solution the same for each instrument. Analyzing the effect of the addition of the tetrachloroauric acid and ascorbic acid to the synthesis solution shows very little change in the solution pH. It is therefore likely that the micelle characteristics do not dramatically vary when only the CTAB and SDS components of the synthesis solution are present. For more details on this effect see Table S1 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

Characterization of Gold Nanobelts and Surfactant Solutions {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were performed using a JEOL JEM-2100F TEM operating at 200 kV with a double tilt holder (JEOL EM-316360). DLS measurements were taken using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano Zen 3600 equipped with a 633 nm laser. The effective micelle diameter was taken from the triplicate evaluation of the reported *Z* average. Shear rheology data was collected using a TA Instruments ARES equipped with a Neslab RTE-130 temperature control system. Dark field images were collected using epi-illumination dark field microscopy with a 50X/0.5 NA objective (Zeiss Axiovert 200M), a 100 W quartz tungsten halogen (QTH) light source, and Nikon D5000 camera.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

The surfactant based gold nanobelt synthesis yields nanobelts that are clearly visible and colorful in dark field microscopy due to plasmon resonant scattering. The nanobelt yield and structural details were highly dependent upon reaction temperature, as seen in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} (and Figure S1 in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} for the complete temperature range examined). The gold nanobelt synthesis was performed at temperatures from 10 to 38 °C. Nanobelts synthesized at low temperature (below 22 °C) were isolated, nonbranched structures that often have a final length of several hundred micrometers. In contrast, growth from 22 to 30 °C gave substantially higher yields of nanobelt products with lengths of 10 to 30 μm. This midtemperature range produced both isolated nanobelts and others that were branched or clustered. The morphology of the nanobelts varies widely in this portion of the growth temperature range, yielding a variety of colors (530 to 650 nm) as well as nanobelts that taper along their length.^[@ref2]^ Above 30 °C nanobelt formation diminishes rapidly until, by 38 °C, only colloid is produced. The images in Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and S1 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) were taken with no sample processing (beyond deposition onto the glass slide) and represent the state of the nanobelts when viewed directly in the synthesis solution.

![Dark field optical microscopy of gold nanobelts synthesized at (a) 18 °C, (b) 27 °C, (c) 32 °C, and (d) 35 °C. The 50 μm scale bar applies to all images. Parts a--c exhibit elongated nanobelts, while d only shows small colloidal gold particles.](cm-2013-02506e_0001){#fig1}

To gain greater insight into the synthetic mechanism, the nanobelt growth process was monitored in the microscope at room temperature (22 °C). A summary of the growth process is shown in [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S2. Small, diffraction limited particles became visible within 45 min of reduction with ascorbic acid. Nanobelts were first observed about three hours later. These observations suggest that a two-step synthetic mechanism is likely, with a rapid initial formation of nuclei followed by a slower growth step in which the nanobelts elongate due to continued reduction of gold ions.

After the completion of the growth process, a common morphology of the midtemperature nanobelts is that of a branched "V" or tripod with a 120° angle between symmetric branches. The tripod geometry as shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a was frequently observed in the nanobelt synthesis product. In the TEM, small triangular nuclei (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) as well as extended triangular structures (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c) were seen, suggesting that equilateral triangular structures are the nucleation sites for the nanobelts. The corners may be sites for rapid growth due to a specific interaction with the surfactants in a similar manner to gold nanorod and bipyramid syntheses.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^

![(a) Dark field optical image of a tripod shaped gold nanobelt. TEM of a (b) triangular nanobelt nucleus and (c) extended triangular nanobelt.](cm-2013-02506e_0002){#fig2}

The gold nanobelt synthesis described here must be a complex process considering the varied nanobelt structures in Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and S1 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) that result from growth over a relatively small temperature range. In addition, we found that stirring the growth solution disrupted nanobelt formation. Even under slow stirring, only small gold particles were formed. This may indicate that the synthesis reaction is diffusion limited or that it is affected by rheological properties that are sensitive to solution conditions.

The characteristics of surfactant micelles have been well studied.^[@ref18]^ Substantial research has gone into the properties of surfactant mixtures including the addition of salts, strongly binding counterions, and cosurfactants, as well as cationic and anionic surfactant mixtures.^[@ref19]^ The role of the surfactant micelle in nanoparticle synthesis has previously been a subject of speculation, but it appears to be sensitive to the unique chemical conditions of each synthesis method.^[@ref16],[@ref20]^ In an effort to explore how the cationic--anionic surfactant mixture influences the nanobelt synthesis, the surfactant micelles were characterized by DLS and shear rheology measurements.

The size of surfactant micelles in the CTAB/SDS mixture was estimated with DLS measurements for the temperature range of 20 to 35 °C, as shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. According to the DLS data, the effective micelle size is large and remains relatively steady from 20 to 30 °C. Above 30 °C the micelle diameter drops dramatically, correlating to the approximate temperature where nanobelts no longer grow. This change suggests that nanobelt formation is related to micelle size, where larger micelles create nanobelts and smaller micelles produce only spherical colloid.

![DLS measurements of the surfactant solution taken at temperatures ranging from 20 to 35 °C.](cm-2013-02506e_0003){#fig3}

The dependence of micelle conformation on temperature was further studied with steady shear rheology. Shear viscosity, η, of the surfactant mixture was measured as a function of shear rate for temperatures ranging from 10 to 35 °C (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), allowing time for the solution to stabilize at each temperature. The strong shear-thinning behavior at temperatures below 20 °C resembles the rheological signature of solutions consisting of wormlike micelles.^[@ref21]^ Above 20 °C, the shear thinning of the surfactant solution gets progressively weaker, until at 30 °C the solutions starts to behave as a Newtonian fluid. The Newtonian behavior corresponds to the micelles adopting spherical morphologies.

![(a) Steady shear viscosity, η, of surfactant solution at three temperatures. (b) Zero-shear viscosity, η~0~, as a function of temperature.](cm-2013-02506e_0004){#fig4}

The zero-shear viscosity, η~0~, taken to be the viscosity at the lowest shear rate accessible by the instrument, was plotted as a function of temperature (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). Below 20 °C, η~0~ remains around 1.0 Pa·s, correlating to the region in which low temperature nanobelts grow. Between 20 and 30 °C, η~0~ decreases rapidly before leveling off above 30 °C at around 7.1 × 10^--4^ Pa·s (essentially the viscosity of water at that temperature). In this temperature range, the nanobelts tend to be shorter and more complex in structure. The viscosity of water over that same temperature range only changes from 1.3 × 10^--3^ Pa·s to 7.2 × 10^--4^ Pa·s compared to the 3 orders of magnitude change that is seen in the surfactant solution.^[@ref22]^

Rheological studies of similar cationic--anionic surfactant mixtures have revealed that the zero shear viscosity is strongly affected by the relative ratios of surfactant mixtures; supporting measurements by neutron scattering and cryo-TEM have shown that the increased viscosity is due to the formation of networks of branched wormlike micelles.^[@ref23]−[@ref26]^ Micelle elongation to wormlike structures occurs in cationic--anionic surfactant mixtures because of the charge neutralization of the micelle surface potential.^[@ref19]^ A related study by Davies et al. of a solution of CTAB and 5-methylsalicyclic acid showed that varying the relative surfactant concentration produced similar results as changing the temperature of the solution.^[@ref22]^ Dramatic changes in zero shear viscosity and the transition from shear thinning to Newtonian behavior of the CTAB and 5-methylsalicyclic acid mixture were correlated with the transition from wormlike to spherical micelles, as seen in previous studies.^[@ref21]^

The DLS and rheological measurements reveal a clear link between the shape of the nanobelts and the structure of the surfactant assemblies, as summarized in Scheme [1](#sch1){ref-type="scheme"}. With increasing temperature from 10 to 35 °C, the nanobelts transition from very long isolated structures, to shorter branched structures, to spherical nanoparticles. On the basis of the large effective DLS size and shear rheology measurements the CTAB/SDS surfactant mixture also transitions from long wormlike micelles to small spherical micelles. This similarity suggests that the elongated structures of wormlike micelles act in some way as soft templates for nanobelt growth.

![Depiction of the Correspondence between the Micelle Structure and Nanobelt Product\
With increasing temperature, the surfactant transitions from wormlike micelles (much longer than depicted) to spherical micelles, and the nanobelts transition from long isolated wires to shorter branched structures and spherical nanoparticles.](cm-2013-02506e_0006){#sch1}

To separate the role that the micelles play as a template for nanobelt growth from the increase in viscosity that arises from the micelle network (related to a diffusion based growth mechanism), gold nanobelts were synthesized at 27 °C, in the region where the nanobelts are shorter and branched, but with the addition of PEG (MW = 8000 g/mol, added at 0, 5, 10, and 20 wt % of the final solution) as a thickening agent^[@ref27]^ to increase the solution's viscosity and lower the ion diffusivity. If the nanobelt elongation mechanism were diffusion-limited, the increased solution viscosity would yield nanobelts similar to the long isolated nanobelts seen at lower temperatures (such as those in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a), rather than the typical shorter branched belts seen at 27 °C (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Instead, all four solutions yielded branched, varied nanobelts, with nanobelt length and quality gradually decreasing with increasing PEG concentration, as seen in [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} Figure S3. This indicates that the wormlike micelles do not simply increase viscosity but that the actual micelle morphology must plays a role in the synthesis. This conclusion is also supported by the failure of the nanobelt synthesis upon stirring, since the stirring motion disrupts the wormlike micelle network, as seen in the shear rheology data.^[@ref28]^

The crystal structure of the final nanobelt product was also examined. TEM and SAED of a nanobelt synthesized at 27 °C are shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. SAED shows the \[111\] FCC zone of the {220} planes that is observed for bulk gold. Additionally, there is a second set of weak reflections that correspond to the \[0001\] HCP zone of the {101̅0} planes.^[@ref29]^ This pattern has been observed before in thin, atomically flat gold and silver structures and is often referred to as the 1/3{422} FCC forbidden planes.^[@ref30]−[@ref34]^ It has been theorized that these planes arise from stacking faults within the crystal or from surface reorganization.^[@ref29]^

![(a) TEM and (b) SAED (showing both the FCC and HCP reflections) and (c) HRTEM of a 27 °C gold nanobelt. The (d) FFT of the HRTEM image shows two distinct patterns. These can be masked to show only the (e) FCC and (f) HCP sections. The inverse FFT of the masked areas (at the same scale as (c)) gives the individual contribution of the (g) FCC and (h) HCP lattice character.](cm-2013-02506e_0005){#fig5}

To better conceptualize how these two phases occur in the nanobelts, high resolution TEM (HRTEM) was taken of the belt shown in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a and fast Fourier transform (FFT) was taken of this image (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c,d) using Gatan DigitalMicrograph software. By masking each independent region in the FFT of the high resolution image the FCC (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}e) structure can be separated from that of the HCP (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}f). When the inverse FFT of these masked areas is performed, the clarity of the resulting images demonstrates the contribution of each lattice phase to the overall nanobelt structure. The FCC phase is found uniformly distributed throughout the nanobelt (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}g), while the HCP phase (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}h) has varying contrast, which indicates uneven HCP presence throughout the structure. Because the two phases are in the same zone, it can be inferred that domains of HCP exist in a predominantly FCC lattice, rather than a uniform series of stacking faults. These domains can be visualized directly in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}g,h. The lattice spacing calculated from the inverse FFT is 0.148 and 0.253 nm for the FCC and HCP phases, respectively. HCP gold structures are of particular interest due to the potential for new physical properties. This topic has been recently investigated by thin HCP gold sheets grown on graphene oxide.^[@ref35],[@ref36]^ Gold nanobelts are a unique platform to study this lattice mixture due to the mesoscopic nature of their thin, flat, and extended structure, which may be a product of the complex growth mechanism.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

Here we have investigated the growth mechanism of gold nanobelts under mild aqueous conditions in mixed surfactants. The nanobelt shape and yield vary considerably over a narrow temperature range. It appears that the growth mechanism is a two-step process, with a rapid seed formation step, followed by a slower nanobelt growth stage. The morphology of the final nanobelt product is influenced by the structure of the surfactant mixture. The networks of micelles in the growth solution change dramatically with temperature in a manner that corresponds to the different nanobelt growth regions. Additionally, when the nanobelt crystal structure is examined, two distinct lattice phases appear to be present. Within the predominantly FCC lattice, we have detected distinct domains of the HCP phase which can be characterized by the isolation of the two patterns visible in the FFT of the HRTEM image.

Additional table and figures. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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